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The Sixth Language 

By Ferida Wolf 
 
 

My grandfather spoke five languages in varying degrees of proficiency: Arabic, which was his first 
language, Hebrew, Spanish, French, and English least of all.  I loved him because of his great kindness 
although I had trouble talking with him.  I sat at his table and mostly listened, trying to pick up the 
meaning of conversations from the guttural Arabic syllables. 
 
I learned the names of food from my grandmother because the females in the family spent most of the 
time in the kitchen preparing the holiday feasts, but that was the extent of my bilingual education.  My 
father was too busy to teach me the language and my mother didn't know it. 
 
I asked my father once to tell me how to say I love you in Arabic.  I said it to my grandfather the next 
week.  His eyes widened and he laughed such a hearty laugh that I thought his thin body might shake 
itself apart.  I didn't know if I had said it incorrectly or if he was just surprised I had spoken in Arabic at all.  
I felt my face redden.  He must have seen my discomfort because he patted my shoulder and nodded his 
head vigorously.  I wished I knew the right words. 
 
When his first great-grandchild, my sister's son, was born, my grandfather was delighted.  He sat David on 
his lap and bounced him up and down as he hummed strange, beguiling tunes.  His great-grandson looked 
deeply into his eyes as they sat contentedly together for long periods of time. 
 
One day, David saw an old drum high on top of the china cabinet.  He pointed to it.  My grandfather 
reached up and lovingly handed it to his great-grandson.  David banged happily on the taut skin before he 
gave it back.  Then my grandfather took a turn. He tapped the drum with his long, bony fingers.  David 
clapped. It pleased them both. There was more tapping, more clapping. David scrambled off his chair and 
started to dance.  My grandfather drummed rhythms to the movement. Then, to everyone’s surprise, he 
joined in.  From then on, each time David visited there was drumming and dancing.  Everyone would 
laugh.  Isn't that cute? they said.  But something more than cute was going on. There was a deep 
connection between them despite the difference in their ages. 
 
David, like his mother and aunt, never learned Arabic.  He was only three years old when his great-
grandfather, the grandfather I loved across a chasm of unspoken language, died.  He was so young that 
we expected he would forget about the drumming and dancing but he didn’t; he is grown now and 
remembers it still. 
 
I think it is possible that my grandfather actually spoke six languages. He was most fluent in the one that 
required no words. 
 


